
Welcome to “Taste of Trey”
from St. Jude the Apostle Catholic Church
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana
“One Hope! One Faith! One Family!”

TASTE OF TREY is an opportunity to relax for few minutes with our pastor,
Father Trey Nelson, and maybe a chance to pick up a few ideas about
cooking.  From his kitchen in the Saint Jude Rectory, Father Trey will
prepare a recipe and probably share a few stories along the way too.

All of this came about mainly due to the COVID-19 stay-at-home
ordinance.  With all of our everyday responsibilities amidst this storm, and
with all of our anxieties and worries, this is an opportunity to take  a break
from stress and worry.  To quote Jimmy, here in the South, “we can eat
and drink our way through just about anything!”  Truly, that’s Louisiana!

On the following pages of this publication you will find a list of ingredients
and a summary of the recipe for this segment.  Father Trey will always give
credit where credit is due.  Whether it’s something that he learned from
his Mom, from other friends or family members, or if it’s a recipe he
learned about from a chef in a restaurant, it is his pleasure to share it with
you.

You can purchase your own ingredients in advance and cook along, or you
can just pour yourself your favorite beverage and watch.  This program is
prerecorded, so feel free to stop, restart, and take your time as we make
our way together through the world that is good food!

Credit for the name, “Taste of Trey,” goes to Brayden Blanchard of Saint
Martinville and a recent LSU graduate.  Thanks, Brayden!



Chicken Delmonico!

Chicken Delmonico is one of Chef Emeril Lagasse’s signature dishes.  My
inspiration for cooking came, most significantly, from my Mom and from
Emeril.  His way of helping you to be at ease with cooking, his basic but
important philosophy of, “you can always add, but you can’t take away,”
and, of course, his signature, “BAM!” make him my favorite all-time chef.
This recipe takes chicken, a sometimes average meal, to a whole new
level.  It incorporates some ingredients that some people may or may not
care for, but, either way it’s pretty amazing.  The link to the complete
recipe, including ingredients, is included below:

Chef: Emeril John Lagasse, III
Born: October 15, 1959
Place of Birth: Fall River Massachusetts
LINK TO RECIPE:
https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/emeril-lagasse/chicken-delmonico-3645663

AIR DATE
FR. TREY’S COOKING VIDEO TO BE POSTED
05-25-20 on the St. Jude YouTube Channel
www.stjudecatholic.org


